
Sneaking along the bank of the
Susquehanna River near my
home in New York’s Southern

Tier, I carefully placed one foot in
front of the other in the stealthiest
manner possible. A few months earli-
er, my quarry was a whitetail buck but
on this July day it was something I
found to be almost as challenging. 

Cyprinus Carpio, or common
carp is a species common to many
rivers and lakes throughout the
United States and the Susquehanna is
no exception. As a bowfisherman, I’ve
found carp to be worthy adversaries
as far as the skills needed to hunt
them. They are jittery creatures and,
while feeding in shallow water, will
spook if they sense danger. For this

reason, I carefully moved along the
rocky river bank hoping to catch a few
near the water’s surface.  

My sneak paid off and I saw sev-
eral large fish just a few yards away. I
drew my Browning recurve, a bow I
first used to hunt deer, and let the
solid glass arrow fly. The line peeled
from the large spool I had taped to
the bow’s riser striking a big carp
dead center. The fight was on, but the
heavy line was more than a match for
the 10 pound carp and, in short order,
I had him on the rocks. Several more
carp hit the bank that afternoon and I
knew I’d be back.  

To some, shooting carp or any-
thing other than big game animals
may not seem like hunting but unless
they try it they don’t know what
they’re missing. Bowfishing seasons
are long, and in most states rough fish
can be hunted year round. In addi-
tion, there are no bag limits on fish
like carp so a shooter can shoot all
day if he or she wishes. 

The allure and excitement of
bowfishing is compounded by the
fact it can usually be done close to
home, offers excellent shooting prac-
tice, and provides an opportunity to
hone hunting skills. In addition,
many shooters are finding it’s a great
way to introduce a youngster or other
family member to archery and an
even better way to spend a summer’s
afternoon or evening.  

Bowfishing however, is not limit-
ed to carp shooting, not by a long
shot. In some parts of the country,
notably those with a drainage system
linked to the Mississippi River, alliga-
tor gar are sought after prey. The alli-
gator gar is one of five species of gars
found throughout much of the
coastal areas of the southeastern
United States and inhabit waters as
far west as Texas and Oklahoma. In

Bowfishing Gear Goes Modern
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By Mike Raykovicz

Cajun Archery has improved the original
Piranha bowfishing tip shown here on the
Yellow Jacket fish arrow with an arrow
Safety Slide. By making strategic use of a
stronger more robust spring steel barb,
this point will grab and hold tight to soft
flesh fish. The head is machined from 304
stainless steel, giving it extreme resistance
to corrosion and excellent durability. The
Piranha is tipped with Cajun Archery’s pro-
prietary Jackhammer tip to provide
extreme penetration and holding power.
The five sided tip is extremely sharp and
has a Rockwell hardness of 50. The barbs
easily reverse allowing lightning fast fish
removal. The Yellow Jacket arrow is solid
fiberglass inlayed with carbon fiber for
incredible stiffness and is an ideal arrow
for fast bows with heavy draw weights

The Muzzy Xtreme Duty
Bowfishing Kit has every-
thing needed for bowfish-
ing. The kit contains a XD
Bowfishing Reel, Fish Hook
Rest, 100 feet of 200 pound
test line, Heavy Duty Reel
Seat, and a Classic Arrow
complete with carp point.
Attractively packaged and
carded, the kit is designed
to be hung from pegged
store displays.

Muzzy’s Xtreme duty bowfishing reel now has a stainless
steel mounting foot and an all stainless and brass drive sys-
tem to combat rust and corrosion. This reel also features
dual spool shaft bearings, an automotive disc type drag and
oversized roller line pickup. This reel is convertible for a left
or right hand retrieve.
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addition, they can be found as far
north as the Mississippi River Basin
and the lower Ohio and Missouri river
systems, and southern drainages well
into Mexico. These fish are big and
can weigh up to 300 pounds making

them more than a match for any bow-
fisherman and his gear. 

In addition to carp and gar, other
critters can be hunted by bowfisher-
men as well. Fall fish, suckers, snap-
ping turtles, sting rays and even
sharks and alligators are sought after
species by bowfishermen. It’s easy to
see how by selling modern bowfish-
ing equipment, a dealer can add to
their customer’s enjoyment of
archery while increasing sales. 

The equipment needed to bow-
fish is minimal although specialized.
A Mathews Z7 with a 70 pound draw
weight can be used of course but
lower poundage bows specifically
designed for bowfishing are often
preferred by serious shooters. For
example, the Fire Eagle and Fish
Hawk by AMS Bowfishing are two
bows popular among serious bow-
fishermen. The Fish Hawk has a 30-40
pound draw weight and a 15-30 inch
draw length making it easy for practi-
cally anyone to shoot. The Fire Eagle
offers stainless steel hardware, an
ultra-smooth draw and release. The
cam system has minimal let-off to
allow an accurate close range shot at
15 inches of draw, or for further dis-
tances, at full-draw.

PSE offers several bows specifi-
cally designed for bowfishing as well.
The Hammerhead and Nova are the

company’s top of the
line offerings and PSE

says the Hammerhead is the most
powerful bowfishing bow the compa-
ny has ever made. The single cam
design of this bow allows shooters to
choose between a constant draw
weight that is great for “snap” shoot-
ing or, a traditional let-off for more
power and performance. 

The PSE Nova in a bowfishing
version is a new offering for 2011 and
is designed for serious bowfisher-
men. Dan Hawk of PSE’s Marketing
Department told ArrowTrade PSE has
combined one of the best-known ris-
ers in archery, that of the very afford-
able Nova, with an amazing smooth
bowfishing-optimized cam system to
make Nova “the ultimate bowfishing
bow.”

Of course it takes more than a
bow to bowfish. Fish arrows need to
be heavy in order to penetrate deeply
and take the abuse encountered
when shooting fish in rocky river bot-
toms. Most are made of solid fiber-
glass or even solid aluminum with
fiberglass the most common materi-
al. This year, AMS, Muzzy and the Fin-
Finder brand from October Mountain
Products have introduced stiff carbon
composite arrows that are straighter
and provide more accuracy than
those made of solid fiberglass.  

Heads used to tip fish arrows are
barbed in order to hold fish on the
line and they come in different styles.
To remove a fish, some heads need to

Longnose gar are found in rivers and
lakes throughout the eastern half of the
United States and as far north as southern
Canada. These fish are huge and can grow
up to 6 feet long and weight up to 50
pounds. Most however, are found in the
deep south, Texas, Alabama and through-
out the Mississippi  River. Because of their
size and toughness, they are a favorite
quarry among bowfishermen.
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The blue anodized aluminum of the Trophy Ridge Whisker
Biscuit Bowfishing Rest is not only attractive but is 300 per-
cent stronger than previous models. This rest delivers all the
readiness, dependability, and accuracy shooters have come
to expect from a Whisker Biscuit in an ambidextrous and
adjustable rest designed specifically for bowfishermen. This
rest offers a lighter, more compact, aluminum-encased bis-
cuit and a dual bolt mount. Easy to set up and use, this arrow
rest features windage adjustment with laser engraved refer-
ence marks. Custom rubber boots silence arrow loading for
quiet operation and it can be mounted for left hand or right
hand shooters.

Compensating for shooting at underwater targets poses the greatest
challenge to bowfishermen and the results can be frustrating. With
the new Light Stryke Laser Bowfishing Sight by Fin-Finder refraction is
no longer an issue as the laser sight diffracts in water, eliminating the
need for compensation and taking the guesswork out of aiming. The
Light Stryke is manufactured from the highest grade machined alu-
minum and is constructed to withstand the rigorous use of everyday
bowfishing. It comes with a one year warranty and operates on a sin-
gle CR-2 battery (included).
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be screwed off the shaft while others
have barbs that fold inward so the
head can be removed. Some even
have reversible barbs to make fish
removal easy.  

My bowfishing equipment is
functional but it’s dated. My gear
consists of a recurve bow, a solid glass
arrow with a screw on barbed point,
and a taped on spool that holds the
line. As a result, with ArrowTrade’s
encouragement, I decided to find out
what was new in bowfishing gear and
to discover what technical advances
have been incorporated into bow-
fishing equipment since I bought my
set up many years ago. To do that, I
contacted a number of bowfishing
equipment manufacturers for their
take on how the sport was growing
and what was new in the industry. I
also took the opportunity to ask them
for advice as to how dealers might
better promote bowfishing in order
to increase sales and add to their cus-
tomer’s enjoyment of archery.  

Jeff Braun, co-owner of AMS
Bowfishing in Stratford, Wisconsin
told ArrowTrade he feels bowfishing is
growing all across the country
because of the increase he’s seen in
the number of local and national
bowfishing tournaments held each
year. “Many outdoor related television
shows are devoting more program-
ming to bowfishing and their cover-
age is increasing. In addition, mem-
bership in bowfishing organizations
across the country such as The

Bowfishing Association of Illinois,
Land of Lakes Bowfishing
Association, Texas Bowfishing
Association and even the relatively
new Colorado and Utah Bowfishing
Association all put on tournaments
that increase shooter participation
and this seems to be growing the
sport,” he explained.  

In order to promote bowfishing
on the local level Braun feels dealers
need to be familiar with the sport. “If a
local dealer personally participates in
bowfishing, they’ll know more about
the sport and be better able to impart
that knowledge to their customers,”
he stated. “Dealers can put on a bow-
fishing contest in the spring or sum-
mer when business is slower, generat-
ing interest in a different aspect of
archery. The contest is almost sure to
result in additional sales because
those participating are almost certain
to need some type of additional
equipment. A contest of this sort can
bring customers into the shop at a
time of year they might not ordinarily
come,” Braun said. Braun pointed out
dealers can also help promote bow-
fishing by supporting any existing
bowfishing organizations, by helping
with or promoting local tournaments,
or simply by joining the organization.
“Bowfishermen are always taking new
people with them and they in turn
become interested enough to take up
the sport. If a local dealer is a known
supporter, if his name and shop are
known by these individuals, it can’t

help but to improve his overall sales,”
Braun added.  

In terms of technological
advances in the sport of bowfishing,
Braun said AMS developed the Safety
Slide as a safe, convenient way to con-
nect the line to the arrow and to pre-
vent the line from catching on any
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The popular Safety Slide System by AMS
is a must for every bowfishing arrow. This
system allows the line to be tied to the
arrow in a way that keeps all of the line in
front of the bow. This eliminates any risk
of the line catching on the arrow rest or
the bowstring. For 2011, the Safety Slide
will be available in a bright Blaze Orange
color to increase visibility in the water.
This is the same product as previous
Safety Slides but with a new look that
promises to make bowfishing better.

Muzzy offers several highly visible
Dacron bowfishing lines that make it easy
to see shot placement even in roiled or
muddy water. These sturdy lines are
designed to work with most bowfishing
reels. The lines come in 75 foot spools in
blaze orange, white or yellow.

The Cajun Screw On Drum Reel is anoth-
er time-tested Cajun Archery product fea-
turing an aluminum spool that mounts
into the bow stabilizer bushing using a
center bolt. A tape-on model is available
as well if your customer has a recurve
with no stabilizer bushing. Both models
come with 50 feet of 80 pound test line.

The AMS Retriever Pro
Bowfishing Reel is known for
its simple, zero drag design
and is a current favorite
among bowfishermen. This
year, AMS has added a new
trigger guard that provides comfort for
the user and adds an additional safety
feature by preventing any loose line from
entangling with the trigger on the shot.
The improved Retriever Pro also comes
with a Hi Visibility Blaze Orange line that’s
easy to see in murky water.
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part of the bow. Braun noted AMS
Safety Slides are now made with new,
lighter and tougher material and
come in a new high-visibility orange.
The new slide is 30 percent lighter

than the old slide, which means less
impact on the shock pad, yielding
longer life.  

Another development are bows
which are made specifically for bow-

fishing. Braun said AMS offers a line
of bows for both men and women
and has an extensive youth line
designed specifically for youngsters.  

This year AMS has come out with
the  Tiger Shark, a new, weighted car-
bon fiber arrow designed specifically
for bowfishing. “The old standard for
bowfishing was a solid fiberglass
arrow but this material was difficult
to make straight,” Braun told us. “This
new composite arrow will be much
straighter and thus more accurate
than previous models,” he explained. 

The AMS Retriever Pro bowfish-
ing reel has been around a long time
and this year Braun said the company
is adding a trigger guard as an addi-
tional safety feature. The new trigger
guard will ensure any excess line can’t
catch on the reel’s trigger mechanism
and will help prevent arrow “bounce
back.”  

It should be noted, AMS offers
dealers two DVD videos, On The
Water, and Scales and Tales, showing
exciting bowfishing action from the

www.                                       .com
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Guide Jack Thatcher (left), Joey Menagotti (center) and Muzzy Tech Support Specialist
Mark Land (right ) had success with this alligator gar taken with Muzzy bowfishing
equipment. The alligator gar is the largest exclusively freshwater fish found in North
America, measuring 8 to 10 feet in length and weighing at least 200 pounds at maturi-
ty. The largest gar of this species taken by bowfishing is 365 pounds.
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Midwest to the East coast and down
to the Gulf of Mexico.  From Cownose
Stingray to dangerous sharks, the
videos give customers valuable tips
on what equipment the pros use and
provide valuable safety information

on how to use it.  The DVDs run for
approximately 60 minutes. For addi-
tional information on any AMS bow-
fishing product contact the company
at: (888) 541-7657

Tim Kent, marketing director for
Cajun Archery in Logan, Utah told
ArrowTrade interest in bowfishing
has traditionally gone in cycles and
right now it is extremely popular.
“Guys are looking for additional
opportunities to bow hunt close to
home and at minimal cost.
Bowfishing doesn’t require the cash
layout as does say an elk or mule deer
hunt out West. Access to many lakes,
ponds, rivers and streams is easy in
most areas of the country and hard-
core bow hunting enthusiasts are
eager to do something during the
summer months. Bowfishing gives
them that option,” he said. 

By sponsoring a bowfishing tour-
nament, Kent feels dealers can get

shooters into their shop earlier in the
season at a time most might not ordi-
narily be there. “By sponsoring a
bowfishing tournament, dealers can
see an increase in sales because these
tournaments are held at a different
time of year than bowhunters are
normally active. Having a good selec-
tion of quality bowfishing gear can
augment the overall sale of equip-
ment,” he added. 

Cajun Archery owner Dave White
told ArrowTrade he saw bowfishing as
fast becoming a mainstream part of
the archery business because it is
very family friendly, and is an inex-
pensive leisure time activity to take
up. In addition, White said there are
no expensive hunting leases to be
had, no access problems to address,
and worthy targets can be found any-
where there is a lake, pond or river. All
those factors contribute to the appeal
of bowfishing. 

White told ArrowTrade he’s
seen the rate of change in bow-
fishing equipment pick up in the
last five years, when compared to
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The AMS Fire Eagle is a bow designed for
serious bowfishermen. Dual cams with
perimeter weights promise fish arrows will
go deeper and farther than before. The
Fire Eagle has a 40 to 50 pound draw
weight and a smooth, constant draw force
that allows it to be shot at any draw
length from 15 to 30 inches. A rubberized
grip keeps wet hands from slipping while
stainless steel fittings and hardware
ensure long, corrosion free life. The Fire
Eagle is finished with a blue Fire Storm
camo pattern on the limbs and riser. This
bow is available in a bowfishing kit which
includes the AMS Retriever Pro reel, AMS
Wave Rest and nock point.

PHOTO RIGHT: Bowfishing is usually
done without the use of a release aid
which means gloves or finger tabs are a
must. AMS Bowfishing’s No Glov finger
tabs are made to meet the demands of
every bowfisherman. They now feature an
exclusive Hi Visibility Blaze Orange color,
making it easier to find the bowstring for
a quick shot regardless of the time of day.

Above: At only 32 inches axle-to-axle, the  PSE Barracuda
offers excellent performance in any bowfishing situation.
The Barracuda has a constant-draw weight feature and it
can be “snap-shot” just like a recurve bow. This is the perfect
bow to take on a family fishing expedition because it will fit
everyone. An attractive AquaFlage water camo makes this
bow stand out in the shop as well as on the dock. The
Barracuda will also accept most standard archery acces-
sories. It is  available alone or in a kit with a Retriever reel,
two fish arrows with Safety Slides and a roller arrow rest.

PHOTO RIGHT: The
PSE Kingfisher
Recurve Bow is an
affordable, multi-use
bow that can be used
for traditional
archery shooting
sessions or, by
adding a bowfishing
kit, can be used for
great bowfishing
fun. This bow can be
ordered with 40, 45,
or 50 pound draw
weight and comes in
an All Season camo
pattern. It is avail-
able in right hand
only.
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very little change the previous 10
years. “Manufacturers of bowfishing
equipment are doing much more
research and development than they
have in the past and this is giving con-
sumers more choices in terms of
equipment. For example, Cajun has
developed the Yellow Jacket Arrow
featuring an exclusive blend of car-
bon and fiberglass. This produces an
arrow that is tougher, straighter and
stiffer than ever before. In addition,
the Yellow Jacket has a much stiffer

spine which produces additional
penetration and better accuracy even
from bows with heavier draw
weights,” he stated. 

White noted that consumers are
beginning to say they want the same
level of performance from their bow-
fishing equipment as they do from

their regular hunting equipment and
as a result, manufacturers are
responding by producing bowfishing
tackle with more precise manufactur-
ing tolerances. “Bowfishing used to
be an informal industry but, now a
consumer can go to a retail store or
pro shop and be able to select from
an entire array of equipment dis-
played in attractive, eye catching
packaging,” he added. 

To promote bowfishing, White
suggested dealers either hold their
own bowfishing tournament or, if
that’s not practical, at least send their
own team to a local tournament.
“Bowfishing isn’t a seasonal thing like
deer hunting season but, if a dealer
wants to get a customer into the store
when things are slow, bowfishing is a
great way to do it,” he stated. “You
want to have customers in the store
year round and bowfishing will keep
the dealer in touch with his customer
base for a longer period of time,” he
added. 

Since Kent and Jeff Braun said
hosting a bowfishing tournament is a
good way to generate interest and

The Wave Arrow Rest by AMS is a durable
bowfishing rest that is simple to install
and is easily adjustable. The Celcon wheel
inside the rest supports the heavy fish
arrow and rolls with it as it departs pre-
venting excessive wear on the shaft. The
intuitive design of the Wave Rest speeds
arrow nocking and provides excellent con-
trol when shooting at moving targets.

The various species of carp are a
favorite quarry for bowfishing enthusi-
asts. Cindy Braun of AMS holds a huge
Buffalo Carp while her husband Jeff
(above) has an Asian Bighead Carp.
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additional business, we contacted
several pro shop owners to get their
perspective on the impact of bowfish-
ing on their business. Keith Weaver,
owner of Weaver’s Archery in
Kreamer, Pennsylvania, sponsors a
bowfishing tournament and shared
his views on how this strategy is
important for his business. 

“We’ve been running a bowfish-
ing tournament for several years now
and charge a $20 per person entry fee.
Out of that we keep between  $5 and
$7 to cover our advertising cost, per-
mit fees from the Pennsylvania Fish
and Boat Commission, prize money
and the cost of getting rid of the fish.
We offer prize money for the heaviest
single carp, the heaviest string of five
carp, the heaviest catfish and the
lightest carp. Last year the winners
brought in a 14.9 pound catfish and a
41.4 pound carp. The heaviest string
of five carp weighed in excess of 160
pounds. The first and second place
teams were only a pound or two apart
so it’s obvious some teams really get
into it,” Weaver told us. 

Weaver said he gets a great deal of
interest from people who are curious
about the prospect of bowfishing for
carp. To promote the contest, this
retailer advertises on local radio and
sends information to the local sports-
man’s paper. The paper prints the
information about the tournament
for free so Weaver says it’s like getting
free advertising. Weaver also said he
sends information about the tourna-
ment to his customers by direct mail.
Following the contest, Weaver’s wife

Judy writes an article for the paper
about the tournament and publishes
the results, generating even more free
advertising. 

“After they see our ad promoting
the contest, we get a lot of inquiries
asking about bowfishing and how to
get started. In our best year, we had 26
three man teams entered and we’ve
found in the days leading up to the
tournament we have a lot of
increased business from those con-
testants looking to buy fish points,
arrows, reels and whatever,” Weaver
added. He did admit many of the
neophyte bowfishermen come in
with the garden variety garage sale
bow but over time he’s been selling
more high-end
bows that are
designed specifi-
cally for bowfish-
ing. 

Weaver said
his shop held
three bowfishing
shoots last sum-
mer but this year
he’s cutting it
down to two.
“Holding a bow-
fishing tourna-
ment has been an
excellent strategy
to increase busi-
ness for us. The
tournaments have
been a big plus for
us because tradi-
tionally, May is a
very slow month

business wise and with a June tourna-
ment scheduled, we kick off our year-
ly sales 40-45 days in advance,” he
said. Weaver noted that AMS equip-
ment is his biggest seller but he does
sell Muzzy and Cajun products as
well. “Selling bowfishing equipment
and holding several tournaments that
generate additional interest has been
a big plus for us,” Weaver added. 

Tom Hoover, owner of JT’S
Archery Pro Shop in St. Johns,
Michigan agrees with Weaver’s
assessment on the impact bowfishing
has on his retail sales. “This is the sec-
ond year we’ve sponsored a bowfish-
ing tournament and we had over 30
entries. Our customers wanted the

prizes based on the total weight
of the stringer and so, that’s
what we did. This year we had
the largest number and
poundage of fish entered and
the largest fish was a 25 pound
carp. We’ve found that holding
the bowfishing tournament was
good for business. It brings in
additional revenue, new cus-
tomers and generally, helps
sales big time. Guys came in
and bought everything: arrows,
fish points, line, reels and sever-
al come in looking for a used
bow. They didn’t want to use
their thousand dollar hunting
bow for river fishing and so sev-
eral bought one of the used
bows I had in the shop,” Hoover
told ArrowTrade. Because of the
enthusiastic response from his
customers and the increase in
sales, Hoover said he intends to
stock a lot more bowfishing
equipment next year. 

Mark Land, Technical
Support Specialist at Muzzy
Products in Cartersville,
Georgia told ArrowTrade bow-
fishing is definitely a growing
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This year, the Bohning Ruff-Neck Ultra Fish Point comes in a stain-
less steel version with a premium chisel point. It is considered an
excellent head for carp fishing. The barbs reverse and turn making
fish removal simple and easy.

PHOTO LEFT: The Bohning
Bowfishing Kit contains all the
accessories a bowfisherman needs
for a successful bowfishing trip. This
kit includes a Lightning Reel, glass
fish arrow with Ruff-Neck fish point,
an AMS Safety Slide System, and 50
foot spool of 80 pound test braided
bowfishing line. An informative
bowfishing tip booklet is included.
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sport all across the county and that
Muzzy’s sale of bowfishing equip-
ment is growing every year. Land said
this increased attention is due to sev-
eral factors. “The national awareness
of the Asian Carp invasion coupled
with increased exposure of bowfish-
ing on many outdoor television chan-
nels has contributed to this interest.
In addition, more people are looking
to shoot their bows and not just dur-
ing bow season. Just shooting paper
targets can ultimately prove to be
boring but bowfishing can actually
get them hunting when big game is
not in season,” he explained. 

Land said the biggest change in
equipment and technology he’s seen
has been the introduction of all car-

bon arrows and the introduction of
bows specifically designed for bow-
fishing. “The new carbon bowfishing
arrows are constructed of solid car-
bon and weigh only slightly less than
a solid glass fishing arrow. Their
biggest advantage is that they are
stiffer, straighter, stabilize quicker,
don’t bend, and are more durable,”
Land told us. 

“Guys are really serious
about bowfishing and many
do it year round. Their equip-
ment is top-of-the-line and
they are as serious about
bowfishing as tournament
archers are about their sport.
It’s hard to go out on a lake
around here and not see sev-
eral boats engaged in bow-
fishing,” Land added. 

Land said dealers could
do more to promote bow-
fishing in their store by set-
ting up an attractive display
on bowfishing gear and by
having a video display on
bowfishing playing near it.
He went on to explain that
Muzzy offers dealers a bow-
fishing video display at a
reasonable cost. Land said
the videos show bowfisher-
men in fresh, brackish and
salt water situations using
equipment the dealers have
on display in their shop. The
videos also depict bowfish-
ing in daylight and at night
for over 15 different species.
For more information on
bowfishing equipment
offered by Muzzy Products
contact the Georgia firm at:

(866) 387-9307.
Dave Parker, purchasing depart-

ment manager at Kinsey’s Archery
Products in Mount Joy, Pennsylvania
told ArrowTrade bowfishing is one of
the few components in the archery
industry that is growing tremendous-
ly every year. “Based on sales of bow-
fishing equipment, the number of
new manufacturers offering bowfish-
ing equipment,  coupled with the new
products available, the increased
number of bowfishing tournaments

Bowfishing action isn’t limited to freshwa-
ter. This Atlantic stingray was taken with a
barbed arrow.

The Hydro-Glide Bowfishing Arrow Rest
by Fin-Finder offers shooters a simple set
up and a perfect center shot for superior
accuracy. Manufactured from a durable,
lightweight material, the Hydro-Glide rest
comes installed with stainless steel hard-
ware and an  Ultimate Arrow Guidance
technology. Fin-Finder says UAG technolo-
gy ensures increased arrow flight and
deeper penetration while the side walls of
the rest act as a center shot alignment aid
to help with  perfectly straight arrow
flight. The Hydro-Glide rest will mount to
either compounds or recurves and easily
converts from right to left hand use.

The new Hydro-Speed bowfish-
ing arrow by Fin-Finder is the
first 9/32 inch diameter, slim line
bowfishing arrow available.
These premium fiberglass
arrows are inlayed with carbon
fiber to provide superior
strength and maximum durabili-
ty. The Hydro-Speed arrow is
said to deliver up to 15 fps over
traditional bowfishing arrows
and come with an AMS Safety
Slide installed. They are
designed to work well with both
heavier and lighter draw weight
bows.
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and the growing number of organiza-
tions dedicated to bowfishing it’s easy
to say bowfishing is one of the fastest
growing segments in the archery
industry.” Parker said. “It’s one of
those things where unless you’re
involved in the sport, bowfishing is
almost an underground niche catego-
ry. We’ve watched the sport grow and
now offer our own Fish-Finder brand
of bowfishing equipment as part of
our October Mountain Line,” he
added.  

Parker went on to say bowfishing
is great for archery in general. “Every
sport lives and dies by the number of
participants and bowfishing certainly
increases the number of participants
and in fact, brings new people into the
sport,” he stated.  

October Mountain Products spe-
cializes in manufacturing traditional
bows, archery equipment, hunting
accessories and other archery related
products. Last year, October
Mountain Products launched a line of
nifty bowfishing products they brand-
ed Fin-Finder Products. “Some of
these products like the Light Stryke
Laser Bowfishing Sight are cutting

edge and are certain to catch on with
bowfishermen,” OMP Head of
Business Development Mark Smith
told ArrowTrade. “The Light Stryke
Laser Bowfishing sight diffracts in
water and takes the guesswork out of
aiming,” he added. (If you’ve never
tried bowfishing, understand that
learning to aim well under where the
target appears to be, due to light
bending at the water’s surface, can be
a tough adjustment to make.) 

“Fish-Finder has come out with
several new bowfishing arrows,”
Smith said. “The new H20 Fish Arrow
is a 32 inch solid fiberglass shaft with a
high standard of straightness toler-
ance. These fish arrows come in sever-
al colors and feature a precision nock
taper with an installed nock and, the
arrows are drilled to accept the Safety
Slide. A stainless steel Harpoon Point
with a Jack Hammer replacement tip
comes standard. The point features
hardened patented spring steel barbs
which rotate easily for fish removal.” 

Smith said dealers can also expect
to see several new fish arrows from
Fish-Finder designed specifically for
bowfishing. The Hydro-Speed and
Hydro-Carbon arrows are premium
fiberglass arrows inlayed with carbon
fiber to provide superior strength and
maximum durability. 

The last new arrow in the Fin-
Finder line is the Hydro-Glass
Bowfishing arrow. These premium
fiberglass fish arrows are extremely

straight and are designed to work well
with both heavier and lighter draw
weight bows, unlike earlier fiberglass
shafts that would flex too much when
fired from heavy compounds. 

Smith told ArrowTrade this year
dealers can also look forward to the
new Fin-Finder Hydro-Glide arrow
rest the company says is a break-
through in bowfishing technology. He
said the Hydro-Glide rest offers sim-
ple set-up, assuring perfect center
shot for superior accuracy, making
snap-shooting or still shooting a
breeze. 

According to Smith, the new Rock
Solid Reel Seat locks the bowfishing
spin-cast reel in place making it ready
to handle just about any size fish and
is sure to be a hit with bowfishermen.
Smith noted the Hydro-Tek Nock
System, Hydro-Shot Finger Savers and
Hydro-Tek Watertight Bowfishing
String Wax, round out the new items
in the Fin-Finder line. Contact Fin-
Finder at (800) 366-4269.

Dale Voice, vice-president of
sales and marketing at Bohning,
told ArrowTrade that based on the
increase in sales of bowfishing tack-
le at Bohning, he’s seeing a definite
increase in the number of archers
getting into the sport. “The biggest
growth that I’m seeing in bowfish-
ing is in the entry level,” Voice said.
“People are finding out how much
fun they can have with their bow
and arrow after the close of deer
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Muzzy has led the way in bringing carbon
arrow technology to bowfishing arrows.
These stiffer, straighter arrows are better
able to handle higher weight compounds
without the flexing that can cause solid
fiberglass arrows to veer off target as they
hit the water.

Bowfishing for alligators is very popular in the southern part of the country and Muzzy
offers the Gator Getter Kit that allows bowfishermen to pursue the largest bowfishing
quarry available. The kit includes everything needed to bring the biggest ‘gator to the
dock. A Pro Retriever reel with 600 pound braided Spectra Gator Cord, three Muzzy
Gator Getter Arrows with detachable Gator heads, two big game floats and an extra
spool of Gator cord are included. Muzzy recommends using their 1080 or 1081 bowfish-
ing rest with this kit. All components are available separately. The Muzzy Gator Getter
Kit is available in a crossbow model and a crossbow bracket for mounting the reel is
available separately.
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season,” he said. According to Voice,
carp are the most pursued fish by
bowfishermen. “Shooting over and
over again at a never ending supply
of live targets is a lot of fun and can
tire you out,” he added.

Voice said Bohning is constantly
looking for ways to improve the sport
and said one of the most important

technological advances
in the last five years has
been the development of
the arrow Safety Slide by
AMS. “As far as I’m con-
cerned, the arrow Safety
Slide makes shooting a

fish arrow much safer,” Voice told us,
since it allows line to safely drape
from the front of the shaft and then
slide to the rear at the shot. Voice said
dealers can help promote bowfishing
by getting customers into entry level
equipment like the Bohning
Bowfishing Kit. “It’s inexpensive, and
if they like it they can then move up,”

he added. Bohning can be reached at
(800) 253-0136.

From talking to bowfishing equip-
ment manufacturers and retailers, it
was clear bowfishing is a good way to
get new customers in the doors you
can introduce to archery. Bowfishing
gives current bow owners a reason to
get out and hunt something other
than deer and generates increased
sales at a time of year many stores are
dusting cobwebs from corners. In
addition, bowfishing can an after-
noon or evening’s worth of entertain-
ment for the entire family, not just the
person who is doing the shooting.  

By holding a tournament of their
own or by sending a team to a bow-
fishing tournament, shop owners can
help generate this interest and enthu-
siasm and see increased profits from
the sale of bowfishing equipment. The
beauty of this is that the equipment
can be as simple or as sophisticated as
a shooter wants so customers won’t
have to put lots of cash to get started.
Once they give bowfishing a try, the
consensus is they will be hooked on a
fast growing sport.  

Bowfishing action is often
fast and furious, making it a
great way to introduce
youngsters to archery.
While they may wait dozens
of hours in a ground blind
or treestand just to see a
deer within range, it’s likely
their first bowfishing outing
will result in dozens of
shots, particularly if it is
during the spring spawn
when fish are in the shal-
lows.

PSE’s powerful new 5 milliwatt green
laser bowfishing sight diffracts in water
just like your view of the fish so all a bow-
fisherman needs to do is aim and shoot.
The sight features a remote pressure
switch that activates the laser on demand.
Constructed from CNC machined alu-
minum, this new sight is built to hold up to
the most rigorous conditions encountered
by bowfishermen. The sight offers ade-
quate adjustment to fit all bows from
recurves to compounds and it features
mounting holes for adding a Retriever
reel. It converts easily for left hand opera-
tion. The sight operates on a single CR2
battery (included).

PHOTO LEFT: For 2011, PSE is introducing
the Nova in an attractive Aquaflage finish.
The 32-3/4 inch axle to axle Nova features
a generous 7-5/8 inch brace height, and
weighs only 3.8 pounds. For those shoot-
ers preferring a fixed draw length, an
optional draw stop and inner cam module
is available.
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